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ABSTRACT 
A generalization of the concept of singular value of a complex matrix introduced 
by J. F. Maitre and N. Huu Vinh is considered. We give the relation between the 
singular values of two matrices and the singular values of their sum, and we find 
Cauchy interlacing-type inequalities for some of these singular values. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [5], J. F. Maitre and N. Huu Vinh have generalized the concept of 
singular value of a complex matrix from the Courant-Fischer minimax for- 
mulae as follows: 
For all positive integers m, n we shall denote by C mx” the space of 
m x n complex matrices. Let A be an element of this space, and let 
p : C m -+ R, q : C n 4 R be vector norms. The generalized singular values of A 
are the real nonnegative numbers defined as 
44 = inf 
~64~) 
cn-k+I EQ;,-t+1 x+=F+E)+, 4x1 
where Gn-k+l is the set of all subspaces of C n of dimension n - k + 1, 
k = 1,2,..., n. Consider the metric space of all subspaces in C”, equipped 
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with the gap metric. In this space the set Gn_k+ i is compact [4, p. 3651. On 
the other hand, the map from G n _k+ 1 into Iw which takes G,_ k + i into 
is lower semicontinuous; hence the infimum which defines a,(A) is attained 
[2, p. 1321. We say that the (Ye are the p, q-singular values (briefly 
p, q-s.v.) of the matrix A. If p, q are the Euclidean norms, then CQ( A) are the 
ordinary singular values of A, k = 1,. . . , n. 
Certain properties of the singular values also hold for the p, q-singular 
values (see [S] and [6]), among them e,(A) > . . . > a,(A) and rank(A) = 
max{ k) a,(A) > O}. 
We shall show that the p, q-singular values verify the well-known in- 
equalities of Ky Fan for the sum of matrices [3, 7, 81. Using this fact we shall 
prove Cauchy interlacing-type inequalities for some of these singular values 
[I, 91. 
2. INTERLACING THEOREM 
In this work, we agree that ai( C E Q: mXn, is zero if i is a positive 
integer larger than the number of rows or columns of C. This frees us from 
constantly indicating the variation of the indices in the theorems. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A, BE Cmx”. Then the p, q-s.v. of A, B and A + B 
VhfY 
ak+j- l(A + B) < ak(A) + aj(B). 
Proof. There exist subspaces S, T of C ” of dimensions n - k + 1, n - j 
+ 1 respectively such that 
Q(A) = yEy ~6% ai = pEy P(B+ 
9(r) = 1 9(r) = 1 
If k + j > n + 1, the inequalities are obvious. 
Suppose k + j < n + 1; then it follows that dim(S n T) = dim S + dim T - 
dim(S+Z’)&n-(k+j)+2>LLetV beasubspaceof SnTofdimension 
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n -(k + j)+2. Let zO E V- (0) such that q(z,) = 1; then 
Hence 
which implies that 
ak+j-l(A + B, < ak(A)+ aj(B). n 
We note a consequence of the above theorem and of a property of the 
generalized singular values. 
COROLLARY. Let A, X E C mxn such that rank(X) < k. Then 
(~j+k( A) < aj( A + X> < aj-k(A)’ 
If u=(u~,...,u,$E~)“~ and v=(~~,...,v,,~)~~Q:“~, write (~0) for 
the vector (U ,,..., u,,, v1 ,..., v,~)~ E c”l+‘+. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A E 6 m Xn, and let B E C(m-s)x(“-r’ be the subrnu- 
trix of A obtained by eliminating the lust s rows and last r columns of A. Let 
r(x) := p(x, 0) be the norm induced by p in 43 “les, and let x(z) := q( z, 0) be 
the norm induced by 9 in C ‘-‘. Then 
a,J B) being the 7~, x-S.V. of B. 
Suppose that the conditions 
are satisfied. Then 
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The Holder norms verify the hypothesis of the above theorem. Now, we 
are going to establish certain preliminary results to prove this interlacing 
theorem. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let 
The p, q-s.v. of @and IT, q-s.v. of M are the same. 
The proof is immediate from the definition of the generalized singular 
values. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let A E CmXn, and let B E C(m-s’xn be the subma- 
trix of A obtained by eliminating the s lust rows. Let 7~ be as in Theorem 2.2. 
The p, q-s.v. of A and the T, q-s.v. of B verify 
Moreover, if r(x) c p(x, y) for all x E Cm-“, y E Q=“, then 
Proof. Let C Ecmxn be the matrix obtained by replacing the last s 
rows of A by zero rows. Then rank(A - C) < s, whence, from the corollary 
of Theorem 2.1, (Ye > a,+,(A). Since, by Lemma 2.1, the p, q-singular 
values of C and the r, q-singular values of B are the same, we have the first 
result. 
Now, by the hypothesis refering to 7~, clearly 
r(Bx) < p(Ax) forany xEQ=“, 
whence 
ak(A) a a#). n 
LEMMA 2.2. Let LEQ=mX(“-‘) and let Z:= [L 0] ECmx”. Let x(z) 
be the norm induced by q in CnPr, i.e., x(z) := q(z,O), for all x E a=“-‘. 
Then 
a,@> > Q(L), 
ak(L) being the p, q-s.v. oft and ak(L) the p, x-S.V. of L. 
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Proof. Let G be a subspace of C n--r X C r of dimension n - k + 1. Then 
dim[Gn(C"-'X(O))] a(n--r)-k+l. 
Therefore, there exists a subspace G’ of C ‘-’ such that G’ x (0) c G and 
dim G’ = (n - r) - k + 1. Consequently, 
Hence 
REMARK 2.1. It is clear that we do not always have equality in Lemma 
2.2. Example: Let p, 4 be norms which come from inner products. Then 
there exist positive definite matrices S E Cm Xm and T E C ” ‘” such that 
p(x) = (x*SX)~/~, q(x) = (x*Tx)l12. If S = MM*, with M E CmX”‘, and T = 
KK *, with K E C nxn, are the Cholesky factorization of such matrices, it is 
elementary that the p, q-S.V. of A coincide with the ordinary singular values 
of the matrix M*A(K*)-’ [lo]. 
Take, in particular, 
and K = 
Then x(Z) = ]z( for all ,a E C is the induced norm by 4 in C. 
Let 
Then 
and its p, q-s.v. are 6, 0,. . . . 
6, o,... . 
On the other hand, the p, x-S.V. of L are 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let A = [I? C] E Cmxn, where BE Q=mx(n-r). Let x 
be the induced norm by q in Q= n -*. The p, q-s.v. of A and the p, x-S.V. of B 
veti& 
ak(B) 2 ak+,(A) ad a,(A) a q(B). 
Suppose in addition that 
Then 
x(4~qb~w) for all z E c”-‘, WEC’. 
ak(A) 2 dB), k = 2,3,... . (1) 
Proof. Let M be a subspace of C”-’ of dimension (n - T) - k + 1. Then 
max p(Bx)= 
XEM 
x(r)= 1 
zf$y{“) PM4 2 (%+rW 
q(z) = 1 
Therefore 
Now we shall prove 
This fact is clear, since the set of values p(Bx), where x runs over Cn-’ 
restricted to q(x,O) = 1, is included in the set of values p( Bx + Cy), where 
(x, y) varies on the q-unit sphere of C”. 
To prove (l), it is sufficient to show that 
min min 
G 
max p([B c].z)>, 
&nC,=n-k+l ‘(‘)=l H 
$$P’[B 01~) * 
dimH=n-k+l -tzH 
(2) 
and to apply Lemma 2.2. 
On the other hand, (2) is equivalent to the following: for each subspace G 
of Q: ’ of dimension n - k + 1, there exists a subspace H of Q= n such that 
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dim H = n - k + 1, verifying 
max p(Bx +Cy)> max p(h) 
(X,Y)EC, (X.Y)EH, 
(3) 
where G, = G n { .z ) q(z) = l}, H, = H n {z ) q(z) = 1). To prove this asser- 
tion, given any subspace G of C ” of dimension n - k + 1, t = dim[G n (Q= n-r 
X {O})]. Obviously n - k + 12 t > dimG +dim(C”-’ X (0)) - n = n - k + 1 
- r, and therefore 0 < n - k + 1 - t < r. 
Let F be a subspace of Cr such that dim F = n - k + 1 - t. Let E be the 
subspace of Q=” defined by E = (0) X F, and put H = [G n(C”-’ x {0})] @E. 
Then dim H = n - k + 1. We shall prove that this subspace satisfies (3) i.e., 
for ail (u, U) E H such that 9( U, u) = 1, there exists (x, y) E G with 9(x, y) 
= 1 and 
p(Bx + Cy) 2 p(Bu). 
If u = 0, then p(Bu) = 0, and this last inequality holds for any (x, y) E 6. 
Given (u, u) E H such that 9( U, v) = 1 and u f 0, then (u, U) = (u, 0) + 
(0, u), with (u,O) E [G n(Cn-r x {O})]. By the hypothesis referring to x, 
hence there exists (Y > 1 such that 9(au,O) = 1. 
We take (;r, y) = (au,O) E G. Then 
p(Bx+Cy)=ap(Bu)>p(Bu). n 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let C E Q: (mps)xn be the submatrix of A ob- 
tained by eliminating the last s rows. Then by Proposition 2.1, the p, 9-S.V. of 
A and the 7~, 9-S.V. of C satisfy 
‘YEA) a dc) a q+#). (4) 
In view of Proposition 2.2, the 7, 9-S.V. of C and the 7~, x-S.V. of B satisfy 
‘y&) a a&B) 2 CQ+,(C). (5) 
From (4) and (5) the thesis follows. n 
REMARK 2.2. We say that a norm II: C k + Iw is symmetric when 
P(Xi>. . .a xk) is unchanged if (xi,. . . , xk) is replaced by (r,(r,,.. . , xock,), u 
being any permutation of {1,2,. . . , k}. If, besides, there exists invariance 
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under change of signs, this concept agrees with the definition of symmetric 
norm given by J. von Neumann in the real case [ll]. 
Note that if p and 4 are symmetric norms (in our sense), Theorem 2.2 
holds for any submatrix B of A, not necessarily that in the upper left comer. 
In fact, if B is any submatrix of A, there exist permutation matrices 
P, E Cmxm and P2 EC nxn such that in the matrix P,AP,, B is the submatrix 
in the upper left comer. Clearly the p, q-S.V. of P,APa coincide with those 
of A. 
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